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90%

69%

B2B Marketers say
ABM is a must have.

B2B Marketers have seen
ABM programs drive value.

*2015 Demandbase ABM Study

*2017 study by ITSMA

WHAT DOES

Account Based Marketing Require?

Identify accounts
with high propensity
to purchase

Design multi-person
nurture strategies;
include targeted oﬀers
for key inﬂuencers
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QUESTiONS
TO ASK:

1

Create relevant
content & segmented
oﬀers to target
organizations

Is ABM Right For Your Business?

Decision by committee:
Is more than one person
involved in purchasing
your product or service?
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?

Is your value proposition
easy to explain to more
than the primary user of
your product or service?
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?

Focus on the long
game—not a single
lead, but overall
account penetration

Not all business purchases
are complex. Is a business or
personal pain going to trigger a
purchase of your oﬀering?

?

Is your organization
willing to change the
core role of a “lead” and
how you respond to it?
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4

What’s the length
of the buying process?

How To Get Started With ABM

click to get access to
the pilot program template

Start your journey with a pilot program
MEASURE THE
IMPACT
that account based
marketing has on
opportunities to
validate if a full
program rollout is
justiﬁed

IDENTIFY THE
TRIGGERS
that most impact
opportunity progression

DOCUMENT
SYSTEM & SKILL
GAPS
that will limit scaling
the program beyond
pilot accounts

Follow these critical steps:

DEFINE
GOALS

SELECT
ACCOUNTS

CLEAN
DATABASE

PREPARE
MESSAGING

Identify ABMrelated business
KPIs that will be
shared by the sales
and marketing team

Align the team
around a list of
target accounts that
are most likely to
deliver against
agreed-upon KPIs

Assess and reﬁne
contact database to
identify all members of the buying
committee who
trigger, champion
and inﬂuence the
purchase process

Align content strategy
and editorial calendar
to ensure appropriate
messaging for each
member of the
buying committee
while leveraging
existing content

NUTURE

RELATIONSHIPS
Develop a steady
cadence of sales
and marketing
interactions to all
relevant buyers
within targeted
account.

Let’s get started!

At Crawford Group, we love partnering with our clients to help jump-start their ABM programs. Our expertise in
events, marketing, and communications helps us understand your needs and source the best people. Whether
you need a marketing consultant, a project team, or a fully outsourced managed service, we can get you the
marketing talent you need to drive results.
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